A phenomenological model of ion-beam mixing during energetic collision cascades is developed, based on the concept of a thermal spike, to correctly predict that the mixing rate Dt depends linearly on nuclear stopping power (instead of a power-law dependence), and is correlated with a heat of mixing (analogous to Darken's relation). Previous ion-beam mixing experiments from 25 different metallic bilayers agree well with the model's predictions: mixing rates (Dt)͞(ion-dose) ϳ 1 nm 4 , and an activation enthalpy of approximately 1 eV for atomic diffusion in liquid-like cascades.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of atomic mixing during energetic displacement cascades has been of interest to scientists for over four decades. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] For high deposited-energydensity cascades with heavy ions and matrices (Z . 20) , various experiments of ion-beam mixing by lowtemperature implantations have suggested correlations between the mixing rate Dt, and a thermodynamic characteristic, the heat of mixing DH mix . 7,9 -16 Using the concept of a thermal spike with heat conduction equation and chemical-rate theory (based on Seitz and Koehler's 2 thermal-spike approach), Johnson et al. 7 have proposed a model that mixing rates are linearly related to 2DH mix , analogous to Darken's relationship. However, their model predicted a power-law dependence of the mixing rates on nuclear stopping power e, that is, Dtẽ 2 , which contradicts a basic concept and numerous experimental results of ion-beam mixing. 6, 16 While the concept of thermal spike is a fairly old and controversial topic, molecular-dynamics (MD) computer simulations have demonstrated the role of thermal spikes in dense displacement cascades. Local melting in a cascade occurs for several ps ranges, and the majority of atomic mixing occurs by the diffusion in the locally melted region. Diaz de la Rubia et al. 8, 17, 18 performed the MD simulations with 3 and 5 keV Cu 1 into Cu at 0 K implantation temperature (to suppress ion-beam enhanced diffusion), with the interatomic forces represented by the Gibson-II Born-Mayer potential for Cu. The central region of cascade shows considerable disorder, and the radial pair-distribution function at 1.1 ps is very similar to that of liquid Cu in equilibrium. The temperature in the center of the a) e-mail: byungwoo@plaza.snu.ac.kr cascade decays from initially ϳ10,000 K (ϳ1 eV) to ϳ1000 K (ϳ0.1 eV) within 2 ps (with T m 1000 K). It is found that the majority of the atomic mixing occurs in the melted region (during the thermal spike), and only a relatively small fraction of mixing is associated with collisional phase (ϳ0.1 ps) or Frenkel-pair production. And, within the first 2 ps, the atomic diffusivity in the center of the dense collision cascade agrees closely with liquid-state diffusion, ϳ10 24 cm 2 ͞s, with the mean temperature of ϳ1500 K, confirming again the localmelting interpretation of the cascade thermal spike. The atomic diffusivity is found to be essentially negligible for temperatures below ϳ0.75 T m .
As expected, the time dependence of cascade temperature from the MD simulation 18 disagrees with analytical thermal-spike models where a heat-conduction equation is solved by assuming temperature-independent thermal conductivity. 2, 4 Still, the exact form of temperature distribution T ͑r, t͒ will depend quite sensitively on the choice of atomic potentials for MD simulations. In this article, the thermal-spike approach is revisited to correctly predict the dependences of mixing rates on the nuclear stopping power and heat of mixing, within an analytic (mean-field) solution. Also, the model is compared with various experiments of ion-beam mixing in metallic bilayers.
II. PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL
The thermal-spike concept is developed to describe dense collision cascades: extremely small volume with ϳ10 nm radius where all atoms are essentially in motion with ϳ0.1-1 eV͞atom kinetic energy density. 17, 18 For a cylindrical spike, energy is deposited instantaneously in the range of several keV͞nm, and dissipates into an increasing number of surrounding atoms.
By considering a linearized heat-conduction equation with temperature-independent thermal conductivity and heat capacity, the temperature distribution by a line source (with zero initial substrate temperature) becomes ͑e͞4pkt͒ exp͑2Cr 2 ͞4kt͒, where e is the energy density per unit length (sum of nuclear and electronic stopping powers), k is the thermal conductivity, C is the heat capacity per unit volume, and r is distance perpendicular to the straight line source. However, this linearized solution for the temperature distribution, combined with a thermally activated diffusional process with chemical bias by heat of mixing (DH mix ), yields the mixing rates
where f is the ion dose, and Q is the activation enthalpy for diffusion in dense collision cascades. Equation (1) shows power-law dependence for the mixing rates, 2, 4, 7 instead of the expected linear dependence Dt~e.
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Vineyard's nonlinear heat-conduction equation still resulted in a power-law dependence. 4 In addition, by comparing Eq. (1) with various mixing experiments, the activation enthalpy Q becomes ϳ2 eV (details in Sec. III), which is high (roughly by a factor of two) for atomic diffusion in liquid-like cascades.
By incorporating the effects of heat flow into the substrate from cascades, and temperature-dependent thermal conductivity in a wide temperature range, a modified temperature distribution T͑r, t͒ can be considered:
(i) The heat flow into the substrate can be incorporated by an additional time dependence t 21/2 in the prefactor, because the temperature dependence from a point source (instead of an infinite line source) is proportional to ͑kt͒ 23/2 exp͑2Cr 2 ͞4kt͒.
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(ii) With the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity, 19 it is impossible to incorporate this effect into the heat-conduction equation for an analytic solution. However, it is clear that temperature decays much faster in a cascade at a later time than in the linearized case, because of a lower thermal conductivity at a higher temperature in solid and liquid states. 19 Therefore, a second additional time dependence t 21/2 is incorporated for T ͑r, t͒ to regard this effect, using a mean-field thermal conductivity k over a wide temperature range. The only way to determine the exact functional form for T ͑r, t͒ (or kinetic energy of atoms, leading to atomic mixing) is by MD simulations, however with accurate atomic potentials. 17, 18 Based on these qualitative arguments, a modified temperature during the thermal spike is proposed as
where t 0 is a starting time for the collision cascade by t 0 Cr 2 0 ͞4k Ӎ 0.05 ps, and r 0 is on the order of atomic distance.
Assuming a thermally activated process for the jump rate by A exp͑2Q͞k B T ͒ (per unit volume and time), for atomic diffusion in a disordered liquid-like phase with ϳ0.1-1 eV͞atom energy density, the total number of atomic jumps induced by one collision cascade, h (per unit length), is
showing the linear dependence on the energy deposited per unit length e (detailed calculations in Ref. 20) . The majority of atomic mixing occurs by diffusion when the cascade is above the melting (or glass transition) temperature. 8 The lifetime of thermal spike is approximately 10 ps, 2, 6, 8 and this is consistent with the time integration up to infinity in Eq. (3).
To check the validity of Eq. (2), a more general form of temperature distribution is evaluated for the dependence of e on mixing rates. With a mean field thermal conductivity k, we consider
for any positive number of n and m, and G is a Gamma function. By a similar procedure of Eq. (3) with T gen ͑r, t͒, the total number of atomic jumps induced by one collision cascade becomes
For n 1 and any positive number m, the total jumps h͑1, m͒~Ae͞Q justifying Eq. (2). The effect of heat of mixing on the mixing rates is assessed by Darken's analysis for the chemically modified diffusion. The random jump rate is affected by (1 2 2DH mix ͞k B T) so the jump rate at a temperature T is given by ͓A exp͑2Q͞k B T͔͒ ͑1 2 2DH mix ͞k B T ͒.
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The total number of atomic jumps by one spike (per unit length, for n 1 and m 1) becomes
By the implantation dose f (per unit area), the total number of jumps is related to hfr 21 where r is the atomic density of substrates (per unit volume). The diffusional jump distance is close to r 21/3 . Therefore, the square of the mixing lengths of interface Dt by implantation is related to hfr 21 3 r 22/3 . The mixing rates are therefore related to
III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS
In order to test the validity of the phenomenological model Eq. (7), 25 different metallic bilayers (implanted by 600 keV Xe at 77 K) from various authors are considered, and shown in Table I . 23 The heat of mixing DH mix ranges from 21.57 to 0.11 eV͞atom, while the nuclear stopping power e at the bilayer interface ranges from 2.50 to 5.83 keV͞nm. The variations in the mixing rates d͑Dt͒͞df are plotted in Fig. 1(a) as a function of DH mix . We first consider various parameters used in Eq. (7). The time for thermal energy to be transmitted from one lattice to its neighbor is on the order of 10 (averaged from Table I ), these yield r 0 Ӎ 1.9 nm. Based on these parameters, with e Ӎ 4.6 keV͞nm (averaged from Table I ) and A Ӎ 10 13 r s 21 , the mixing rate (with DH mix 0) in Eq. (7) becomes d͑Dt͒͞df ͑k B At 0 ͞2r 5/3 C͒e͞Q Ӎ 0.4 nm 4 (using Q Ӎ 1.0 eV, with justifications later), which is very close to the experiments, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . This confirms the validity of the phenomenological model, based on thermal spikes with a modified temperature distribution. The slope, d͑Dt͒͞df versus DH mix , in Fig. 1(a) , with Eq. (7) yields the activation enthalpy for atomic diffusion during cascades to be Q 0.8 6 0.1 eV, which is consistent with the liquidstate atomic diffusion and the MD simulations for energetic displacement cascades. 8, 21, 24 To better compare the experimental results with the model, the mixing rates are scaled as follows. The activation enthalpy Q for diffusion in dense collision cascades would be proportional to the cohesive energy of alloy DH coh . 21, 24, 25 Also, the jump frequency A (close to Debye frequency 25 ) would be related to DH coh . Therefore, the mixing rates d͑Dt͒͞df are normalized by e͞r 5/3 , based on Eq. (7), and Fig. 1(b) shows the normalized mixing rates ͓d͑Dt͒͞df͔ 3 ͓r 5/3 ͞e͔ as a function of DH mix ͞DH coh . It can be noticed that Fig. 1(b) by normalization fits better with a linear line than Fig. 1(a) . From the least-square line fit 0.16 ͓1 1 11.8DH mix ͞DH coh ͔ eV 21 and average cohesive energy from these 25 metallic bilayers, the average activation enthalpy for diffusion during dense collision cascades becomes Q 1.0 6 0.2 eV, again consistent with the liquid-state diffusion.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our phenomenological model of ion mixing during energetic displacement cascades, based on thermal spikes with a modified temperature distribution, predicts that the mixing rate Dt is linearly dependent with stopping power, and is correlated with the heat of mixing. While this model is consistent with the experimental results as shown in Fig. 1 , the justification for the modified temperature T͑r, t͒~t 22 exp͑2Cr 2 ͞4kt͒ within the thermal spike now remains to be resolved through accurate MD simulations. The model could also be expanded further to understand the necessary conditions of thermal-spike behavior for light matrices and light ion bombardments.
